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Abstract 

Imagine a situation where you are in a public place and don’t have a personal vehicle to travel, taxi is what you would look for!  

What if you have to travel daily on the same route, booking a cab is not a smart choice. With the raging hike in the prices of auto 

drivers and taxis, there is a dire need for a smart system that can save the time and money for a passenger. This paradigm targets 

at saving time and avoiding the expenditure on private transport. It also facilitates the customer to book a bike taxi for the desired 

location. This application is designed to allow the user to book a two wheeler taxi service using Java, CSS and My SQL database 

connectivity. It also allows the user to provide their own personal vehicle to other users to be used as bike taxi and make some 

extra money. 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

India is one of the fastest growing economies in the world. There has been a drastic increase in the urban population in the last 

four decades and in turn the need for transport has increased too. Public transport was unable to fulfill the demands of the public, 

which led to the soaring high numbers of private means of transport on the roads. Around 75% of the vehicles registered are two- 

wheelers/motorcycles in India. Hence, there is a very high demand for mobility. 

According to Indian Census 2011, 25.5 million (13% of total trips) people use two-wheelers to travel to their workplace daily. 

On extrapolating the number for 2015 based on vehicle registration, then it is estimated that 38 million trips are being performed 

by two-wheelers to reach to workplace on daily basis. (Total numbers of Trips – 200.4 million per day). 

 
Fig. 1: Travel to Work – Indian Census 2011 

The above statistics imply that the numbers of two-wheelers is high in big metropolitan cities, mainly due to insufficient 

public transport and higher income level. Thus, the aim of this application is to provide a more practical and cheaper mode two-

wheeler transport for the public. Through the application, one rider- the bike taxi, we wish to implement a system which enables 

the daily travellers like- the students, office employees and others to access a more convenient, affordable  and feasible means of 
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transport. Bike taxis will help the customers to zip through traffic with ease and without any hassle. It will also cut through the 

congestion of traffic on roads and encourage fewer vehicles on the road 

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

In this busy schedule, everyone has to face traffic jams and problems regarding excessive traffic on roads. This in turn leads to 

inconvenience and delays. This application will help people to minimize the delays and travel faster and cheaper.  Moreover, 

people who own two wheelers will be able to gain some extra money or use this as a part time job. Also, it provides an 

alternative for those people who cannot afford to travel by taxis every day. The application is more user-friendly so that anyone 

have minimum computer knowledge can access and handle the application without having any complexity. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 A bike taxi is basically a bike for hire with a rider, used by a single person often for a non-shared ride. In modes of public 

transport, the pickup and drop –off locations are defined by the service provider, not by the passenger, although demand and 

share taxis provide a hybrid bus/taxi mode. 

To develop a web based application on two wheeler sharing system called “The Bike Taxi” that is meant to partially 

computerize  the work performed  in the bike taxi  booking system like generating  monthly daily  bookings, records for  routes  

available, fare charge for every route, store record of the customer. 

Different technical aspects are present in this which are as follows: 

 Eclipse (Neon) 

 Java script 

 My SQL 

 JDBC connectivity 

 Google maps 

 J2EE 

 HTML 

These different technical supports will be utilized in this application. The main actors in this application are the Customer and 

Rider. The actual flow of the application will be explained further: 

 For Customer: 

 Register: For using the application, customers can directly register on the java app. 

 Track Drivers: The application offers you the advantage of tracking the availability of drivers and set location of pickup 

after logging in. 

 Pickup Location: Passengers can set their location by setting the destination through Google Maps. 

 Select Bike Type: Type of bike taxi can also be selected as well as explored various other details such as price per km, price 

charged per minute and minimum fare for each kind of bike taxi. 

 Fare Calculator: In this, the fare to reach a certain place is determined by calculating the distance between the pick-up and 

destination point. 

 Mode of Payment: After the completion of journey, payment for the bike taxi can be done by cash as well as coupons, which 

will be distributed   initially for promotional purposes. The invoice is later sent to the account of the passenger and to the 

registered Email ID as well. 

 Review and Rating: As we are open for the passenger’s feedback, hence they can rate the driver and write textual review    

about their experience through Email. 

 Booking History: The booking history of passenger can be tracked with the help of this app. 

 For Rider:  

 Register: Riders get the platform to register directly from the java app, but it gets approved once the admin approves their 

profile. 

 Booking: The Rider is provided a time slice to approve or disapprove on any new booking requests. They are shown the 

PICKUP point along with DESTINATION and also the travel distance between the point of pickup and drop. 

 Status: The Rider is allowed to update the passenger when he/she has accepted or rejected the booking, reached the pickup 

point and dropped the customer. 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

One of the biggest constraints to the bike taxi application is the area connectivity. Customers can only find available riders on a 

specific route convenient to the riders. Also, if a certain rider declines a customer’s request, he/she may or may not have to wait 
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for another rider which in turn increases the time complexity. Also, a more sophisticated and user friendly graphical interface can 

be created for the application to make it accessible to non –technical people. The application also provides a rider to earn some 

extra money while not having to spare extra time and energy, thus, increasing a scope for job opportunities. It can also be 

adopted as an alternate occupation for the undereducated and unemployed people thus giving them a chance to grow and crating 

better opportunities in the market. 

The security approach can be authenticated so as to create a more reliable application for the customers and riders. Thus, 

engaging more number of people. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

OneRider is an application which aims to disrupt the way people travel intercity, looking to make lives easier for people. With 

the urban population growing at a rapid pace, the need of the hour is to solve for the ever –increasing intercity traffic. Thus, it is 

a faster, economical and safe way which also reduces traffic and carbon footprint. 

OneRider is basically a platform where you can book a bike ride through the app while travelling solo. The difference in 

economics of a two- wheeler and a four-wheeler allows you to save up to 60% of your ride cost while you are travelling solo. 

With the traffic situation exceptionally pathetic especially during peak hours, zipping past in a two wheeler saves a lot of time. 

Moreover, It also provides an opportunity for people with a two wheeler (along with the license) to become a rider on the 

platform and earn some extra money in their spare time. 
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